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Grafting aptamers on nanostructured substrates has shown ultrasensitivity in isolation of circulating tumor cells (CTCs). Here,
we report that over 80 cm2 of homogenous nanostructured surface on glass substrates can be prepared in 5min after one-step
dry etching. The surface area was doubled; the average diameter of nanostructures is approximately 374 nm, which is more
close to the nanostructures of natural extracellular matrix. Antiepithelial cell adhesion molecule aptamers grafted nanostructured
glass substrates captured over 76% of PC3 cells compared to 30% of planar substrates. Bispecific aptamers cofunctionalized
nanostructured substrates, however, fail to capture cancer cells probably due to the formation of heterodimers. This limitation
reveals that multispecific aptamers, when applied to cell isolation, must be analyzed to exclude any potential formation of
heterodimers due to complementary sequence matching.

1. Introduction

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) as emerging tumor biomark-
ers can provide valuable information for clinical diagno-
sis, prognosis, and treatment [1–5]. Over the last decade,
numerous methods for detection and isolation of CTCs
have been developed [6]. Recently, nanostructured substrates
have emerged as very promising tools. They provide more
surface area for ligands immobilization and lower the rolling
velocity of cells in microchannels [7, 8]. Cancer cells also
can dynamically arrange focal adhesion points [9]. However,
there are twomajor challenges. First, due to the limitations of
existing nanofabrication techniques, large-scale fabrication
of homogeneous nanostructured substrates is nontrivial [10,
11].These nanostructured substrates in small pieces (few cm2)
only process a limited amount of blood at a time (≤1mL)
[1]. Clinically relevant CTCs detection approaches should be
able to process at least 7.5mL of blood [12].Thus, preparation
of homogeneous nanostructures in large area is compulsory.
Heterogeneity of CTCs poses the other challenge. Currently

biological isolation approaches heavily rely on antiepithelial
cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM). However, CTCs may have
little or no expression of EpCAM on the cell membrane [13],
causing biased isolation of CTCs [14].

To prepare homogeneous nanostructures in larger area,
we develop a new recipe using C

3
F
8
and C

4
F
8
as etchant gas

and successfully obtain approximately 80 cm2 projected area
of homogeneous nanostructures after one-step dry etching
in 5min. Such area theoretically can process 8mL whole
blood samples for detection of CTCs [15]. On the other
hand, to alleviate the challenge raised by heterogeneity of
CTCs, we immobilize bispecific aptamers on nanostructured
glass surface for cancer cells isolation. Aptamers are single-
stranded oligomers that can specifically recognize and bind to
target protein [16]. They are chemically stable at a wide range
of pH, temperature, and ionic conditions [17]. Moreover,
aptamers can be prepared in large quantity without batch-to-
batch variation [18]. Bispecific aptamers have been used for
targeted drug delivery [19]. However, it is unknown whether
bispecific aptamers are able to increase isolation efficiency of
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Table 1: Sequences of respective aptamers and control DNA.

Name Sequence (5 → 3)
AEA [18] AAA AAA AAA AAA CAC TAC AGA GGT TGC GTC TGT CCC ACG TTG TCA TGG GGG GTT GGC CTG
APA [16] AAA AAA AAA AAA GCG TTT TCG CTT TTG CGT TTT GGG TCA TCT GCT TAC GAT AGC AAT GCT
Control DNA AAA AAA AAA AAA CTG TCT TCG CGC CTA GCG CGA CCA TGT TAC AGA GCA GTG ATT TAG AGG

cancer cells yet. To test the isolation efficiency, anti-EpCAM
aptamers (AEA) or antiprostate specific membrane antigen
(PSMA) aptamers (APA) are used.

Our results show that nanostructures with diameters
ranging from 127 to 413 nm are successfully prepared, and
nanostructured substrates can significantly increase cell cap-
ture efficacy. However, bispecific aptamers of AEA/APAmix-
ture fail to capture PC3 cells due to the potential formation of
heterodimers.

2. Materials and Methods

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich unless oth-
erwise noted.

2.1. Glass Slides Etching and Characterization. Theglass slides
(Borofloat 33, Schott) were cleaned in piranha solution for
10min at 90∘C., followed by rinsing with DI water and drying
in nitrogen flow. To create nanostructured surfaces, plain
glass surface was subjected to RIE (ULVAC, NLD570 oxide
etcher) for 3 to 15min. The RIE condition was selected as
C
3
F
8
(30 sccm), C

4
F
8
(10 sccm), Ar (50 sccm), O

2
(10 sccm),

antenna power (2000W), bias power (50–200W), and cham-
ber pressure (5mTorr). After the RIE process, the glass
surface was cleaned using piranha solution and DI water.
Surface topography was evaluated quantitatively using a JPK
atomic force microscope (AFM). Images of 10 × 10 𝜇m area
were captured in tapping model.

2.2. Cell Culture. PC3 cells (EpCAM+/PSMA−) were cultured
inDMEMsupplementedwith 10%FBS, penicillin:streptomy-
cin 100U/mL and plated in T-25 tissue culture flasks (Corn-
ing, US). Flasks were placed into an incubator maintaining
5% CO

2
at 37∘C and 10% humidity.

2.3. Aptamers Binding to Cancer Cells. Therespective sequen-
ces of AEA and APA (Sangon, Shanghai) were shown in
Table 1. To confirm the binding of aptamer to cancer cells, Cy3
fluorescent groups labelledAEA,APA, and controlDNAwere
incubated with PC3 cells. The aptamers were denatured by
heating samples to 70∘C for 5minutes and then slowly cooling
to RT. Cells in duplicate were seeded into 6-well cell culture
plate and cultured for 48 hours. The aptamers and control
DNA were incubated with cells at 37∘C for 30 minutes under
5% CO

2
. After incubation, the cells were washed with 1x PBS

three times, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30min, and
then stored in 1x PBS for optical and fluorescence imaging.
The fluorescence images were taken followed by analysis of
fluorescence intensity with ImageJ.

2.4. Immobilize Aptamers onto Nanostructured Glass Surface.
All glass samples were immersed in 5% 3-aminopropyltrie-
thoxysilane (APTES) in ethanol for 2 h at RT. The silanized
substrates were then sequentially rinsed with DI water and
cured at 120∘C for 1 h. The substrates were then immersed
in a dimethylformamide (DMF) solution containing 10%
pyridine and 1mM phenyldiisothiocyanate (PDITC) for 2
hours. Each substrate was then washed sequentially with
DMF and 1,2-dichloroethane and dried under a stream of
nitrogen.The amine groupmodified aptamers were prepared
at 30 𝜇M in DI water (ratio of AEA/APA: 1 : 3, 1 : 1, and 3 : 1).
A volume of 25 𝜇L of aptamer solution was placed on each
substrate and allowed to incubate in a humidity chamber at
37∘C overnight. Each substrate was then sequentially washed
with methanol and DI water. The functionalized surface
was then deactivated by capping unreacted PDITC moieties
by immersion in 50mM 6-amino-1-hexanol in DMF for 5
hours. Each substrate was then sequentially rinsedwithDMF,
methanol, and DI water.

2.5. Cell Capture Assay and Image Analysis. Four devices
functionalizedwithAEA, APA, AEA/APA, and control DNA,
respectively, were prepared for each type of cell. 1 × 105
cells/mL 500𝜇L of cell suspension was seeded onto 1 × 1 cm
device surface and incubated at 37∘C for 30min, and then
1x PBS was used to wash off the nonspecifically bound cells.
Captured cells were fixedwith 4%paraformaldehyde for 1 h at
RT and then treated with permeabilizing block buffer (1x PBS
with 0.5% sodium azide supplemented with 0.05% Triton X-
100 and 10% BSA). Cells were then washed with perm wash
1x PBS supplemented with 0.5% sodium azide followed by
0.1 𝜇g/mL DAPI staining. The whole glass slide was analyzed
using Cytell (GE, US) high-content imaging system using 10x
objectives.Thenumber of captured cells was counted through
DAPI stained nuclei of cells. Cell capture efficiency was then
defined as the ratio of the number of captured cells to the total
number of cells.

2.6. Electrophoresis Analysis of Heterodimers. 8 𝜇L of AEA
and 8 𝜇L of APA at 50 pM in 1x PBS were well mixed and
denatured at 95∘C for 5min and then slowly cooled to RT.
8 𝜇L of AEA or APA at 50 pM in 1x PBS was treated by the
same procedure. Samples were analyzed by 4% agarose gel
electrophoresis at 80V at 4∘C.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Nanostructures. AFM images of sam-
ples and quantified results are shown in Figure 1 and Table 2.
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Figure 1: AFM images (10 × 10𝜇m2) of the surface roughness of etched glass. (a) shows glass surface before etching; (b) shows glass etched
at 50W for 5min; (c) shows glass etched at 100W for 5min; (d) shows glass etched at 200W for 5min.

Table 2: Characterization of glass substrates under different etching
conditions.

Etching condition Surface
area (𝜇m2)

Mean
diameter
(nm)

𝑅
𝑞
(nm)

Unetched 102 2 6.5
50W 5min 191 126.8 77.9
100W 5min 212 374.3 203
200W 5min 363.5 412.9 382.4

The increase of bias power can significantly increase the
surface roughness. High bias power (200W) is not ideal
for preparation of homogeneous nanostructures and thus is
excluded. Insular and abruptmicrostructures are found prob-
ably due to fast etching rate (Figure 1(d)). We choose 100W
bias power and treatment for 5min in following experiments.
Previous research validated that cancer cell capture yield
increased with nanoroughness [9]. Roughness of 203 nm
obtained at 100W is better. Moreover, the mean diameter
of nanostructures obtained at 100W for 5min is 374.3 nm
(Figure 1(c)). The size is more close to the nanostructures of
natural extracellular matrix which fall in the range of 260 to
410 nm [1].

3.2. Aptamers Binding to Cancer Cells. To confirm AEA and
APA can specifically recognize and bind to PC3 cells, Cy3
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Figure 2: Average fluorescence intensity of AEA or APA binding to
the LNCaP cells. Aptamers were allowed to interact and bind to cells
at 37∘C for 30min in 5% CO

2
. After binding, the cells were washed

with 1x PBS three times.

labelled AEA, APA, and control DNAwere directly incubated
with cells.The fluorescence intensity of respective aptamers is
shown in Figure 2. The fluorescence signals reveal that AEA
can bind to PC3 cells that weakly express EpCAM. Previous
study has confirmed that APA can specifically recognize
and internalize into PSMA+ cells with minimal uptake into
PSMA− PC3 cells [20]. We did not detect fluorescent signals
from dye labelled APA because of null expression of PSMA
on PC3 cell membrane. Nonspecific adsorption or binding of
control DNA probes did not occur.
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Figure 3: (a) shows average capture efficiency of PC3 cells on theAEA, APA, or AEA/APA functionalized planar and nanostructured surfaces;
(b) shows differentiated capture efficiency of PC3 cells on the mixture of AEA and APA in ratio, respectively. 1 × 105 cells were seeded onto
surfaces and incubated at 37∘C for 30min in 5% CO

2
. After binding, the cells were washed with 1x PBS three times.

3.3. Cancer Cells Capture. We firstly compared the difference
of capture yield of PC3 cells between planar and nanos-
tructured substrates (Figure 3(a)). 30.4% (SD: 3.6%) and
76.2% (SD: 8.5%) of PC3 cells were captured on planar and
nanostructured glass substrates with AEA, respectively. The
low capture efficiency of AEA functionalized planar surface
might be raised by the inherent low-affinity interactions of
aptamers [21]. The dissociation constant (𝐾

𝑑
) value of anti-

EpCAM aptamer is approximately 20 nM, and it is fluctuant
depending on the types of target cells [22]. Moreover, low
amount of EpCAM (51,667 EpCAM molecules per cell) may
be unable to gain sufficient binding forces during washing
procedure [23]. In contrast, AEA grafted nanostructured
substrates increase capture yield through higher odds of
binding and higher total binding forces between AEA and
EpCAM. In control groups, 1.4% (SD: 0.3%) and 0.5% (SD:
0.2%) of cells were captured on control DNA grafted planar
and nanostructured substrates, respectively. Because PC3
cells do not express PSMA on cell membrane, approxi-
mately 1.2% (SD: 0.4%) and 0.7% (SD: 0.2%) of cells were
nonspecifically captured onto APA functionalized planar
and nanostructured substrates, respectively. Together, AEA
grafted nanostructured substrates show better cell capture
yield compared to that of planar substrates.

Once we incubated PC3 cells on AEA/APA cofunctional-
ized planar and nanostructured substrates, cell capture yield
decreased significantly. Only 8.2% (SD: 4.9%) and 6.7% (SD:
5.1%) PC3 cells were captured on planar and nanostructured
substrates, respectively. It might be caused by heterodimer
between AEA and APA. Further, we used mixed AEA/APA
in different ratios (1 : 3, 1 : 1, and 3 : 1) to reveal the potential
formation of heterodimers. PC3 cells capture yields were
0.5%, 6.7%, and 42.1%, respectively. If AEA and APA did not
form any heterodimers, AEA/APA (3 : 1) theoretically could
capture approximately 60%of PC3 cells.However, in practical
experiments, only 42% of cells were captured by AEA/APA
in 3 : 1 ratio.The results indicated that a number of AEA were

Figure 4: The potential heterodimer structure between AEA and
APA. Electrophoresis of AEA, APA, and annealed AEA/APA at 15
and 30min timepoints, respectively; samples were analyzed by 4%
agarose gel electrophoresis at 80V at 4∘C.

unable to form suitable tertiary structures and to participate
into antigens reorganization and capture. Alternatively, AEA
does form right hairpin structures, but the recognition parts
may be blocked by APA. However, in our design, both
AEA and APA have 12 nt polyA spacer that can effectively
prevent steric effect.Thus, the later speculation is invalid.The
heterodimer analysis of AEA/APA and hairpin analysis of
AEA or APA (IDT OligoAnalyzer 3.1) show the lowest Delta
G value is−8.09,−4.08, and−4.87 kcal/mole, respectively.The
values indicate all reactions are exergonic and spontaneous,
and the heterodimer reaction between AEA and APA is more
favourable. Figure 4 shows electrophoresis results of 16 𝜇L of
AEA/APA, 8 𝜇L of APA, and 8 𝜇L of AEA, respectively, at 15
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and 30min timepoint, respectively. If heterodimers do not
exist, themixture should show the exact same bands with that
of AEA. Although an approximately 120-nt band appeared
in both AEA and the mixture of AEA and APA, it is much
weaker in the mixture. We speculate that, in the mixture,
AEA and APA may form heterodimers after annealing.
The continuous electrophoretic forces in 30min gradually
destroy these heterodimers [20, 21], and once AEA and APA
are compulsorily separated the mixture begins to show the
similar distribution of bands. We admit that we do not have
direct evidences to confirm the heterodimers; nevertheless
the electrophoresis results demonstrate that AEA and APA
have mutual interactions that can impede their dissociation.

4. Conclusion

Homogeneous nanostructures in approximately 370 nm
diameter can reliably and quickly be prepared on borosilicate
glass slides using our recipe, and the aptamer functionalized
nanostructured substrates can significantly improve cancer
cell capture yield. However, bispecific aptamers cografted
surface failed to capture cancer cells probably due to the
formation of heterodimers. The potential shortcoming may
impair the application ofmultispecific aptamers for detection
and isolation of molecules unless the heterodimers between
selected aptamers can be strictly excluded.
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